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Introduction

Survey Weighting

Social science researchers cannot survey all members of populations we study; instead, researchers can survey
a sample randomly taken from the population of interest, and then generalize the survey results to the
population. These generalizations about a population may be incorrect if the survey sample or respondents do
not accurately represent the population to which they belong. For example, this is the case when important
demographics of the sample do not match the demographics of the population. Fortunately, we can use survey
weighting to leverage information we have about the demographics of a sample and its population to reduce
bias in our inferences. Imagine political researchers draw a sample that is 50% registered Democrats from a
population that is only 25% registered Democrats. The opinions of Democrats would be over-represented in
any conclusions the researchers made about the population. These researchers could correct for Democratic
over-representation by reducing the weight of Democrats’ opinions such that they only exert influence on
25% of the sample estimate.

As with any statistical inference, we want to quantify the uncertainty in our results. If market researchers
estimate what percentage of people feel positively about Brand X based on a sample, they will want to know
the range of possible values this percentage might actually be in the population. Confidence intervals (CIs)
are one way to supply this range of possible values. But how do we obtain valid CIs for weighted survey
estimates? It is not as simple as it sounds. Andrew Gelman (2007) famously wrote that “survey weighting is
a mess. . . standard errors are tricky even with simple weighted means” (p. 153), and this can still feel like
the case—especially given the varied use of the word “weights” in statistics.

Many different types of weights exist, including:

• Frequency weights, which indicate how many observations have a given covariate profile

• Inverse variance weights, used to calculate unbiased estimates in weighted least squares

• Survey weights, which can come in many varieties and calculations

Design weights are survey weights that derive from the structure of how observations were sampled. For
example, a researcher might increase the probability of a minority group being sampled so that accurate
estimates about this group can be calculated (Valliant, Dever, & Kreuter, 2013, p. 43); when making inferences
to the population as a whole, the researcher would then calculate weights to shrink this group size to the
proportion that they are in the population. In more complex survey designs, such as two-stage cluster
sampling, one might weight on the probability of an observation’s cluster being sampled and then on the
probability of an observation within that cluster being sampled. In these cases, the weight is then the inverse
of the probability that an observation was sampled (Lumley, 2010).

In this paper, however, we focus on the use of rake weights to correct for non-response bias. We simulate the
specific situation we often encounter in our work: An online survey where all members of a finite population
are included in the targeted sample. Horvitz and Thompson (1952) define a finite universe as one where “we
can identify the individual elements” (p. 663); in the current example, imagine that we have a list of everyone
in the target population of interest. This is the case when we are trying to survey a list of people we think
are amenable to buying a product or are open to supporting a candidate. It could also be the case when we
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are interested in the opinions of everyone in the directory at a given organization. In these scenarios, it is
feasible to sample the entire finite population online by sending everyone a link to the survey in an e-mail,
message, or digital advertisement. The sampling design is straightforward. We send surveys to everyone, so
each person has a sampling probability of 1. However, response rates for online surveys tend to be very low,
raising the risk of non-response bias. We use Monte Carlo simulation methods in this paper to examine how
to obtain valid CIs for weighted estimates using rake weights (Study 1) as well as how robust these CIs are to
measurement error and inaccurate targets (Study 2).

Raking

Raking is also known as “iterative proportional fitting.” The “proportional fitting” aspect comes from making
adjustments so that the proportion of people of a given group in the respondent data matches that of the
population. If the population was 50% women but women only made up 30% of our respondents, then we
could increase the weights of women respondents so that they contribute 50% when calculating estimates.
An issue arises, however, if we want to weight on many variables; this would require calculating proportions
at every possible combination of the variables. But there may be very few people—or none—at, for example,
each income-by-gender-by-education-by-race-by-age combination. What we can do instead is make the process
“iterative”: We start with one variable, calculate weights to make the proportions match for that variable,
then move to another variable and do the same. This approach does each grouping variable one-by-one until
the weights stop changing. This is one of the most common methods of addressing non-response (Baker et al.,
2010, 2013; Mercer, Lau, & Kennedy, 2018). We use the rake function from the survey R package (Lumley,
2004, 2008, 2010), which calls the package’s postStratify() function repeatedly until convergence.

The goal is to weight on every auxiliary variable (a variable not central to the main analysis but that helps in
obtaining accurate estimates) that is correlated with both (a) the outcome variable of interest and (b) the
probability of responding (Kalton & Flores-Vervantes, 2003, pp. 91-92). Imagine we are interested in the
proportion of people who feel favorably toward the president, and people who use the Safari internet browser
are less likely to respond. This means that (b) is met—browser usage is related to probability of responding.
But let’s say that browser usage is completely independent of favorability, so (a) is not met. We would not be
concerned about this variable. Similarly, assume that Republicans feel more favorably toward the president,
but they are equally likely to respond to our survey as Democrats and independents. In this situation, (a) is
met, but (b) is not, so again we do not need to be concerned. However, if Republicans were less likely to
respond, then both (a) and (b) would be met, and political affiliation would be a variable on which to weight.

Weighting on variables related to non-response and the outcome eliminates bias in point estimates (Baker et
al., 2013, p. 23). But how does weighting affect standard errors?

Problems

Point estimates are not enough for making meaningful inferences—we also need to quantify our uncertainty.
A common way to do this is through 95% CIs, which represent a range of plausible values around the estimate
that could be the true value in the entire population. But we need a more formal definition for CIs. If we
were to do the same survey an arbitrarily large number of times, then 95% of the 95% CIs would include the
true population value (Kline, 2004, pp. 26-30). When we do simulation studies, we are repeating the same
simulated survey thousands of times; we know that standard errors are being calculated correctly when 95%
of our 95% CIs contain the actual population value.

Imagine you have just calculated survey weights or a column in a data set given to you contains survey
weights. You want to use R to calculate what proportion of people have a value of 1 (as opposed to 0) for a
dichotomous variable y, and you would like a standard error around this. What do you do?

We have to be careful when using weights in R. Different modeling functions can have weights arguments
that refer to different types of weights. Don’t assume that a function’s definition of weights matches what
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you are thinking of at the moment. Always read the documentation to clarify what a given function means by
“weights.”

Lumley (2010) notes: “Most statistical software. . . will assume that weights are precision weights or frequency
weights” and that this “will often (but not always) give correct point estimates, but will usually give seriously
incorrect standard errors, confidence intervals, and p-values (p. 5).” Since we are modeling a dichotomous
variable in this situation, our first thought might be to use the glm function with the binomial("logit")
link. However, the ?glm documentation tells us that: “For a binomial GLM prior weights are used to give the
number of trials when the response is the proportion of successes. . . ” What does this mean? Let’s simulate
some data to take a look.

Imagine we have an experiment with 200 participants. When in the experimental condition (x == 1), people
have a 70% probability of responding positively to our treatment (e.g., voting, donating, purchasing); when
in the control (x == 0), people have a 30% probability of doing so. When y == 1, it is a positive outcome; it
is not when y == 0. The data might look like this:
library(tidyverse)
set.seed(1839) # set seed for replicability
n <- 200 # set sample size
x <- rbinom(n, 1, .5) # simulate treatment or control group assignment
y <- rbinom(n, 1, ifelse(x == 1, .7, .3)) # calculate response, based on x
knitr::kable(head(data.frame(x, y))) # examine the data

x y
1 1
1 1
0 0
1 1
1 1
1 0

We can get the proportion of positive outcomes (what the glm documents call “proportion of successes”) by
grouping on x and calculating the mean of y:

x n_trials prop_successes
0 110 0.227
1 90 0.722

The n_trials column is what glm is expecting for weights—the number of trials (i.e., observations) that the
proportion of successes (i.e., positive outcomes) is based on. We can see that supplying this trials_table
with weights is equal to using the raw data of x and y to about 5 or 6 decimal places:
# model, extract coefficients from weighted model with summary table:
knitr::kable(summary(glm(prop_successes ~ x, binomial, trials_table, weights = n_trials))$coef)

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -1.223775 0.2275186 -5.378793 1e-07
x 2.179287 0.3273367 6.657631 0e+00

knitr::kable(summary(glm(y ~ x, binomial))$coef) # do the same for model with raw data
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Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -1.223775 0.2275184 -5.378797 1e-07
x 2.179287 0.3273365 6.657635 0e+00

The rake weights we are interested in do not refer to the number of trials, and Lumley (2010) argues that
the standard errors will be seriously wrong. We run a simulation experiment to answer two questions: (a)
Does using glm and giving rake survey weights calculate standard errors incorrectly? and (b) If so, what R
functions can we use to calculate accurate standard errors?

Study 1

Simulation

The simulation design is pictured in the figure below (and full simulation code can be found at GitHub).
Each rectangle box represents a fit model, and we repeat this process 10,000 times. We set the finite
population to an N = 5,000 for each simulation. We draw two auxiliary variables, X1 and X2, from a Bernoulli
distribution with a probability of .5; that is, each X is a dichotomous variable, with each observation having
an equal chance of being 0 or 1. X1 and X2 are always simulated as independent of one another—they
are uncorrelated. We draw two regression coefficients, one for each X variable, from independent uniform
distributions ranging from 0 to 1.5. The X variables increment the log odds of the outcome variable of
interest Y = 1 at the rate of their corresponding coefficient. Lastly, we sample each realization of the Y
variable from a Bernoulli distribution where the probability for each case is transformed from the log odds,
mapping onto the assumptions of a logistic regression.

ß1 ~ unif(0, 1.5); ß2 ~ unif(0, 1.5)
X1 ~ B(1, .5); X2 ~ B(1, .5)

p(y = 1) = eß1X1 + ß2X2 / (1 + eß1X1 + ß2X2)

Simulate 5,000 person population

Simulate random sample, each of the 
four X1 and X2 combinations have equal 

probability of responding, p = .02

Simulate sample with non-response 
bias. If X1 = X2 = 1, then response 

probability p = .065; else, p = .005

Logistic regression 
(glm);

“random”

Logistic 
regression (glm);

“nonrandom”
Compute weights, 

raking across X1 and 
X2 (rake)

Weighted logistic 
regression (glm); 
“weighted glm”

Weighted logistic 
regression (svyglm); 

“weighted svy”

Bootstrapped 
weighted logistic 

regression 
(svyglm); 

“weighted rep”

Logistic regression 
(glm);

“population”

We fit the first model on the entire population, glm(y ~ 1, binomial, population_data). In all models,
we fit this intercept-only binomial logistic regression (y ~ 1), which calculates (in logits) the proportion of
cases where Y = 1. The population intercept coefficient serves as ground truth. We assess standard errors in
each of the following models by how frequently the 95% CI includes this population ground truth. According
to the definition of a 95% CI, we consider standard error calculation methods to be faithfully representing
uncertainty if 95% of the CIs contain this population estimate.
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The X variables form four groups: X1 = X2 = 1; X1 = X2 = 0; X1 = 0 and X2 = 1; X1 = 1 and X2 = 0.
We simulate a random sample from this population data, where every case in each of these groups has a 2%
probability of “responding.” We fit a model using glm(y ~ 1, binomial, random_sample). This simulates
what occurs when non-response bias is absent.

Next, we draw a sample with non-response bias from the population data. We set the response probability to
6.5% when X1 = X2 = 1, 0.5% otherwise. Since the coefficients determining the population values cannot be
negative, the observations sampled at 6.5% are always more likely to have Y = 1; thus, the non-response
will overestimate the estimate. We fit a model to this sample, glm(y ~ 1, binomial, biased_sample), to
demonstrate a baseline of how the estimate is biased if we don’t weight.

We then convert these data with non-response bias to a survey design object in the survey package
using dat_design <- svydesign(~ 1, data = biased_sample). We calculate rake weights by passing this
survey design object to rake(). We determine the weighting target from the population data with all 5,000
cases, which assumes a situation where we have marginal proportions for the entire finite universe without
error. We assign these weights to a variable named wts in the biased sample data and then fit three models
using these data.

We pass the weights to the glm command as a way of assessing Lumley’s (2010) contention that standard
errors will be incorrect: glm(y ~ 1, binomial, biased_sample, wts). The survey package also includes
its own generalized linear models function that employs a sandwich-type estimator for standard errors (see
Lumley & Scott, 2017, p. 269). We fit a model using this method, svyglm(y ~ 1, dat_design, family =
binomial), to test if this estimator provides a valid 95% CI (note that the dat_design object contains the
rake weights, so this was a weighted model).

We pass the dat_design object to as.svrepdesign() with type = "bootstrap" specified; we use the
resulting object with svyglm() to calculate bootstrapped standard errors. These are known as “replicate”
weights in survey literature (Groves et al., 2009, Ch. 10; Lumley, 2010, Ch. 2). Bootstrapping involves
drawing R resamples from the sample, with replacement, and calculating the estimates for each resample.
We then consider the standard deviation of the estimates across resamples to be the standard error of the
estimate. We employ the as.svrepdesign() default R = 50 here. See Canty and Davison (1999) for the
specific bootstrapping implementation used here, and Kline (2004, Ch. 9) for a broader introduction to
resampling methods, including bootstrapping.

For each simulation iteration, we calculate the estimate for each model and a logical value for all models (save
for the population model) indicating whether or not the 95% CI for the estimate contained the population
value.

Results and Summary

The only model that did not approximate the population estimate in the long-run was the model calculated
with the non-response bias and no weighting (see table below), supporting Lumley’s (2010) contention that
weighted estimates—regardless of standard error calculation—will tend to be unbiased. All weighted models
also showed the exact same estimates.

Model Estimate
Population 0.674
Unbiased Sample 0.678
Biased Sample 1.251
glm 0.675
svyglm (Sandwich) 0.675
svyglm (Bootstrap) 0.675

But we do not have the luxury of observing the long-run average in applied research—we see just one of these
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iterations. We would like to use a method that has a narrow spread—where we rarely stray too far away
from the population value. Pictured below are density plots of estimates over all 10,000 simulations. The
first panel shows how much the estimate varied in the actual population values, while the panel directly right
of it shows what we see from a sample drawn randomly from it, with no non-response bias. The bottom
three distributions are from the weighted models, and again we see that they are all the same—what will
differ only are their calculated standard errors.

We can also see that the spread for the weighted estimates is wider than for the random sample, which
shows us that we need a standard error calculation that appreciates this spread. If we use a standard error
calculation that assumes the distribution looks like the random one (with no non-response bias), we will
underestimate our standard errors, 95% CIs, and p-values.

glm svyglm (Sandwich) svyglm (Bootstrap)

Population Unbiased Sample Biased Sample

0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Estimate

D
en

si
ty

Are the CIs properly characterizing uncertainty? Remember: If we run a survey a large number of times, 95%
of the 95% CIs should contain the true population estimate. We can test if this is the case by calculating the
coverage of each model—what percentage of the time did the 95% CI cover the population estimate?

Model Estimate
Unbiased Sample 0.954
Biased Sample 0.359
glm 0.682
svyglm (Sandwich) 0.896
svyglm (Bootstrap) 0.934

The random sample coverage is about 95%, which is what we would expect from taking a sample from the
population where the response probability does not depend on any predictors of the outcome of interest. The
model calculated from the biased data and with no weighting only includes the population estimate about
36% of the time, but this is what we would expect from a model that is getting an incorrect estimate. What
of the weighted models that yield unbiased estimates?

Including weights in the glm() function as if they were frequency weights yields what Lumley (2010) warned:
Standard errors that are “seriously incorrect.” There was only about 68% coverage, meaning that these 95%
CIs were actually only 68% CIs. Using the svyglm() function increased this to 90% coverage, but this still
means that the 95% CI is not correctly disclosing the uncertainty at hand—it would be more accurate to call
it a 90% CI. Only when we used the 50 bootstrap resamples did it approach 95%, as the weighted replicate
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model had about 93% coverage.

From these results, our recommendation would be to calculate 95% CIs in situations like this as:
dat_design <- svydesign(~ 1, data = dat) # convert data to survey design
dat_design <- rake(

dat_design,
sample.margins = list(~V1, ~V2), # list of formulas specifying raking variables
population.margins = pop_targets # list of data frames showing desired counts

)
dat_design <- as.svrepdesign(dat_design, type = "bootstrap") # bootstrap
model <- svyglm(y ~ 1, dat_design, family = binomial) # run model

The CIs tended to underestimate uncertainty, and these simulations were quite optimistic. They represented
a best case scenario. First, there was no error in measuring the variables on which we raked—they were
perfect measurements. Second, we had the exact population estimates—this is generally the case when we
have a pre-defined list of people we want to survey, but sometimes we only have estimated population totals
available. Third, we were weighting on exactly the variables—and only the variables—that relate to both
non-response and outcome. In applied situations, these assumptions will not hold. We now turn to examining
coverage when in more realistic situations.

Study 2

We explore what to expect for CI coverage when we are not operating in a best case scenario. We simulate:
(a) error in the measurement of the variables on which we rake, and (b) error in the population estimates
towards which we rake. We observe how these errors affect CI coverage when the errors occur in isolation as
well as simultaneously. To illustrate when these errors might occur in an applied context, imagine researchers
are trying to predict voter turnout in Florida based on a survey of Florida residents. The researchers ask
survey respondents about their past voting behavior, their current voter registration status, and whether
they anticipate voting in the upcoming election. They also ask several demographic questions for weighting
purposes. Respondents may misreport their income due to on-the-spot estimation error or stigma associated
with being in a low income bracket (Mathiowetz, Brown, & Bound, 2001). If enough respondents misreport
their income, and researchers weight on income, they will face error (a) above. Error (b) could occur if the
researchers weight towards population income estimates based on the American Community Survey (ACS)—a
continuous survey by the United States Census Bureau. While the ACS follows rigorous methodology, it is
still a survey, and thus has error in its estimates. Weighting towards income estimates from the ACS will
introduce error (b) above. As seen in this example, the errors can easily occur simultaneously.

Simulation

The Study 2 simulation is largely the same as Study 1, but we fit only the two models (sandwich and
bootstrap) that calculate standard error with the svyglm function (full simulation code can be found at
GitHub). We also introduce measurement and target errors to the data. We simulate two probabilities from
independent uniform distributions with limits at 0 and .15. We use one of these probabilities, p1, as the
probability of inaccurate measurement. We transform both of the weighting variables in each sample X1 and
X2 such that 0 s are flipped to 1 s and vice versa with a probability of p1. The second of these probabilities,
p2, is used as the amount of target error. We subtract p2 from the proportion of people where X = 0 and add
p2 to the proportion of people where X = 1, for both X1 and X2. We run 20,000 iterations of this simulation,
and analyze the data by looking at the relationship between each p and the level of coverage for both the
sandwich and bootstrap estimators.
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Results and Summary

The interactive relationship between measurement and target error is plotted below. We calculated the panels
from two logistic regressions specifying main effects and interactions between the two types of error; both
interactions were significant, p < .0001.

First, we can examine the effect of measurement error when there is no target error by comparing the
intercepts of the curves. With both measurement and target error being absent, the bootstrap estimator
has about 96% coverage, while the sandwich has about 94%. The Study 1 and Study 2 estimates here likely
differ due to random error; there are less accurate estimates in the present study, as iterations were more
spread out across the entire range of error—not just zero. The coverage drops from valid (about 95%) to an
underestimate (about 90%) by the time we see about 12.5% chance of measurement error.

Next, we can examine the effect of target error when there is no measurement error by looking at the curves
marked by a measurement error of zero. Even at high levels of target error (15% off in both directions), the
CIs are within six points of 95% coverage—with bootstrap outperforming sandwich.
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Measurement Error 0 0.025 0.075 0.125 0.15

Lastly, the interactive effect is seen by looking at the precipitous drop in coverage when both errors are
present. For both estimation procedures, CI coverage falls under 90% when both measurement errors are in
the middle of the ranges we explored; this is not true when only one is present and in this middle range.

Conclusion

These simulations suggest that researchers should be skeptical when looking at CIs in a weighted survey
context. This is not to say, however, that weighted surveys are incapable of describing uncertainty—
FiveThirtyEight.com has done a great job of accurately reflecting their uncertainty (Silver, 2019). But more
care should be taken into interpreting these CIs than in other contexts.

These data should also be instructive to anyone that uses a statistical package or programming language:
Be careful when specifying “weights” arguments. There are many different types of weights, and supplying
survey weights when the package assumes they are a different type of weight can severely harm CI coverage.
We recommend using bootstrap weighting in the survey package, using the svyglm() function to calculate
estimates.
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We did not simulate the full range of possibilities (weighting on the wrong set variables, weights with an
interaction effect on response probability, etc.); those interested in examining other possibilities can find our
simulation code—and the entire script to reproduce all analyses—at GitHub.
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